Data Center Professional Services Workshops

Business moves fast — and in the race to evolve and adapt, transformation without a thoughtful strategy can lead to chaos, technical debt, security risks, and unnecessary internal delays. Teams that have properly assessed their need to drive transformation have addressed questions such as:

- Are you confident that you are maximizing return on data center investments?
- Is your infrastructure aligned with business transformation initiatives?
- Are your teammates spending endless hours “keeping the lights on”? 
- Are you confident that you have done enough to thwart ransomware attempts?
- Can you recover from a cyberattack in a timely manner?

How we help

Insight’s Professional Services Workshops help organizations transform with purpose. Working closely with your team, we pinpoint your precise cloud and data center needs, architect a solution for value, create a tactical roadmap for modernization — and execute at every stage. You’ll ensure your organization has a solid plan for improving agility and scalability, all while reducing operational complexity, cost, and risk.

Our Data Center Transformation Workshops ensure that initiatives are architected strategically and optimized to meet desired business outcomes. We offer:

**Infrastructure modernization & platform assessment**
- Maximize return on existing technology investments.
- Understand resource requirements for key workloads.
- Reduce operational complexity.
- Discuss strategic introduction of emerging technology.
- Assess platforms.
- Ensure proper alignment with cloud platforms.
- Explore technology modernization with a trusted partner.

**Infrastructure automation & self-service**
- Explore options for workflow automation.
- Identify transformation strategies that bridge the gaps between application and infrastructure teams.
- Adapt to a modern IT operations/DevOps model.
- Develop a strategic transition roadmap to reach functional automation implementation.
- Modernize with cloud-native architectures.

**Network agility, security & segmentation**
- Get expert guidance for NSX-T strategy and design.
- Implement software-defined networking.
- Strengthen ransomware prevention and recovery.
- Adapt to a modern IT operations/DevOps model.
- Adopt hybrid cloud.
- Modernize with cloud-native architectures.

**Why Insight**

- Improve ROI and time-to-market value.
- Reduce technical debt.
- Strengthen your security posture.
- Increase agility.
- Enhance scalability.
- Cut cost complexities.

Getting started is easy.

Visit solutions.insight.com/contact-us to connect with our team.
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